Spinal Cord Epidural Stimulation for Neuropathic Pain Syndrome
Treatment of Disseminated Sclerosis Patient
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The paper describes successful treatment case of medicamentally-resistant chronic neuropathic pain syndrome of 63 year old patient with cerebro-spinal form of disseminated sclerosis. For the purpose of pain correction the patient received percutaneous implantation of epidural electrodes and Medtronic pulse generator (USA) which allowed for pain reduction by 50%, refusal of semi-narcotic analgesics taking and revert to habitual everyday activity.
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Neuromodulation forms an integral part of chronic exhausting pain management algorithm. There are clinical evidences of its efficiency for postoperative back bone disease [1, 2] and complex regional pain syndrome [3–5]. A number of researchers supports spinal cord stimulation for peripheral neuropathy, ischemic pain, peripheral vascular diseases and stenocardia [6–8]. Peripheral nerve stimulation has a beneficial effect for neuralgia of occipital, supraorbital, ilioinguinal and intercostal nerves [9–12]. There is information about neurostimulation application in visceral pain therapy [13–15].

Although there are no domestic publications concerning use of functional neurosurgery in neuropathic pain syndrome therapy for disseminated sclerosis patients and there are few foreign publications of the type, the authors decided to use neurostimulation procedure for treatment of severe chronic neuropathic pain syndrome of a disseminated sclerosis patient. In case of test stimulation positive effect they planned to carry out hypodermic implantation of pulse generator to perform chronic neuromodulation.

Hereby we provide an example of such a patient successful treatment.

Patient T., 63 years old, was admitted to Neurosurgery Department of the Nizhny Novgorod Research Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics on 28.10.2013, diagnosed with: “disseminated sclerosis, cerebro-spinal form”. 6 years ago persistent pains developed in the left side of abdominal region and left hemithorax. For 5 years the pain syndrome has augmented, the patient took Tramil (tramadolum) up to 400 mg per day, Lyrica (pregabalin) up to 600 mg per day. At the moment of examination the pain score according to the visual analogue scale (VAS) was up to 8 points, according to pain questionnaire testing DN4 [16] — 5 point which furnished convincing proof of pain syndrome neuropathic nature. Self-care and mobility of the patient were disturbed partially: moving in bed (20 of 25 points), dressing (24 of 40 points), personal hygiene activities (30 of 35 points) according to the functional estimation scale for activity and quality of life — VFM [17].

Physical examination data: consciousness — clear, speech — correct, oriented. On the side of cranial nerves — no asymmetry. Active movements in upper and lower limb joints — to the full extent. Muscle strength of upper limbs is not changed; muscle strength of lower limbs is decreased to 4 points. Limb tendon reflexes are evenly impaired. Muscle tone in upper and lower limbs is slightly up (2 points by Ashworth scale).

In thoracolumbar region of vertebral column, a C-shaped antalgic scoliotic deformation, tension of thoracic paravertebral back muscles, hypoesthesia with hyperpathia elements along 9, 10, 11 intercostal nerve on the left are noted. Movements in lumbar column are limited to 50% of usual norm. Moves supported by “Canadian” stick.
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After comprehensive approach to the patient (CT, MRT, biochemical and clinical analyses, specialists’ examination) surgical and oncologic pathology is excluded, the patient is recommended neuromodulation. Patient informed consent for use of data was obtained.

Under regional anesthesia (30 ml of 1% lidocain) made a 5 cm cut in vertebra Lv projection. Using Tuohy...
needle, to the left of center line performed a puncture of the back epidural cavity. Under guidance of a special X-ray apparatus — C-arc — epidurally installed a cylindrical electrode Medtronic (USA) which four terminals were located in the area of vertebra Th1–Th8 above respective segment of the spinal cord (Figure 1). Then, using a connection cable the electrode was terminated at the test stimulation apparatus (Figure 2). As is customary, during test stimulation it is necessary to achieve paresthesia which would fully correspond to pain zone localization and excite no unpleasant sensations. However, in case with patient T. impaired awareness did not allow to get the expected paresthesia. The procedure efficiency was judged by considerable abatement of pain sense in respective dermatomes. The right effect was achieved in the course of test electrical stimulation already on the operation table at current amplitude from 1.5 W, 40 Hz frequency and 240 μs pulse width. The patient noticed pain abatement by a quantity no less than 50% of the initial level.

At the first stage the electrode was connected to a temporary connector which was taken out via a counter-opening. Test monitoring was carried out for 7 days. Within this period of time the patient was trained in using the system for chronic electrical stimulation, carried out stimulation sessions independently. At the same time they selected the stimulation mode (session daily periodicity, duration of each session), stimulation parameters (amplitude, frequency, pulse width).

Before and after a stimulation session the patient assessed the pain syndrome by standard scales. Since the patient noticed considerable abatement of pain syndrome severity (normally, by 50% and more of the initial level), they carried out the second stage of the operation, i.e. implantation of subdermic system part. That stage was also performed under regional anesthesia. Electrodes were tunneled in the area of subdermic pocket formed for the pulse generator and connected to the latter.

In result of chronic neuromodulation pulse generator implantation they managed to obtain pain abatement by 50% (from 8 to 4 points according to VAS), refuse semi-narcotic analgesics taking, and revert to habitual everyday activity. Self-care assessment using the functional estimation scale for patients with spinal cord injury VFM over time demonstrated achievement of maximum possible indicators by all items: moving in bed — 25, dressing — 40, personal hygiene activities — 35 points. In a year, the pain intensity never exceeded 3–4 points, the patient periodically takes non-steroidal analgesics, there are no self-care limitations caused by the pain.

Spinal cord epidural stimulation procedure in chronic neuropathic pain therapy under disseminated sclerosis demonstrated good results: they managed to achieve considerable and constant pain recession and as a consequence to restore self-care and habitual everyday activity. Certainly, neuromodulation execution under demyelination has specific features; particularly, they failed to achieve definitive paresthesia in the neuropathic pain zone. However, the technology is promising in terms of targeted action on local pain and absence of systematic action which is hot issue for patients with similar nosology. The method allows for minimally invasive action/effect achievement and it can be successfully used in the algology.
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